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About This Game

Svart Alfheim and the Accelerated World have begun to merge. In the midst of the chaos, Yui has gone missing. Kirito must
challenge the Seven Kings of pure color from the Accelerated World to gain access to her location. This version of the game

includes the DLC "Castaway From Another World".

RECRUIT YOUR FAVOURITE CHARACTERS among a large roster from the anime and novel series.
TAKE THE SKIES using your flying abilities, deploy magic and sword skills to perform outstanding aerial strikes!

DEFY GRAVITY with hyper jumping skill, accelerate your movement before giving a Coup de Grace!
UNITE FOR THE FIGHT in fierce online multiplayer featuring multiple modes supporting up to 4 players.
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Title: Accel World VS. Sword Art Online Deluxe Edition
Genre: RPG
Developer:
ARTDINK CORPORATION
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Release Date: 12 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 10 64 Bit, Windows 8.1 64 Bit, Windows 8 64 Bit, Windows 7 64 Bit Service Pack 1

Processor: Core i5-4460 3.2GHz

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce GTX970 4G

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 30 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 11 sound device

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Traditional Chinese
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Another great turn based strategy game in VR. We need more turn-based combat games in virtual reality and this scratches the
itch.. Great FPS with fun puzzles and obstacles throughout the game that always keep you on your toes. I love the aliens and the
suspenseful story it's amazing and a great attention getter. 10\/10!. nice game. Well-written. Has some nice references a rock fan
will appreciate. I was playing as Pink Floyd type band, but I believe, you can have a punk, grunge and metal band.
There are some plot lines going nowhere and GUI is not getting better from game to game, but I still like Choice of ... series.
Don't buy this game if you want to play co-op with a friend. Everything seems to work until you or a friend attempt to join a
match. The lobby shows up in the list and you can click to join but nothing happens. Online play does not work.. Is like an early
acces but is free and i really like the fighting system, i hope this game will improve with the time.
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The worst adventure ever and very bugy.. This game is delightfully fun and really WTF!

Of course if one is looking for realism and an AAA this is not the right way.The game is "high speed" and it put me under a
furious stress.The time phaser is AMAZING and i've not really like SUPER HOT but here it serves only to ENJOY me to have
fun in crazy actions scenes.Once i have won skill , i take a big delight and i want to play more.Level are very beautiful
graphically if we have a different eye ( not only AAA).I recommend this game (which is my first purchase on STEAM) because
sometimes a simple little thing is so effective an just Fun and i love indie.
GREAT !!. It is really fast and gave way better results that the previous software I used. I would really like a Mac verion and for
it to be coded for AMD cards as they now have a 16gb option.. best game out must buy. The pictures seem to indicate that you
can make quests using this software. You can't.

Unfortunately, Game Guru does NOT have funtional AI, a questing system, a dialogue system, or mutliplayer funtionality.

The good. This adds some nice assets which you can use in other games. The bad...

This product can not really do what is advertised which is to say, make a sci fi game, even an extremely limited one.

I spent hundreds of hours modding Morrowind and while I didn't expect Game Guru to be nearly as good as the Morrowind
contruction set (which was released 15 years ago) I did at least think I would have basic options like the ability to create
characters who could communicate with the player or walk on a flat surface. Unfortunately this pack doesn't include that
functionality unless you can code it yourself or find someone else who has.

I hope that a dialogue and questing system will be added as standard. If and when that happens, I would recommend this
package but not before.. Totally playable and totally unplayable at the same time!
Almost too indie for its own good, 1\/2 arcade game 1\/2 arthouse.
This game is a paradox and I'm glad it exists.
I salute the creativity!. I do love me a simple runner. A-typical move to the right against your will and avoid the bad objects
from hurting you. Jump and slide, do the runs and make your way into the Lab.

A 2 button skill system with a few abilities including dashing, diving, emp explosions and ion beam blasts aid the runner on her
path. A cute pixelart style with an anime-esque animation style makes this a strong striking game on the eyes. The mechanics
feel fair, that is a huge deal for me. So many lazy garbage unity asset abusing platformer runners.

Looks nice, sounds better, and it is rather challenging if you aim for achievements. A get in every sense.. I was a hardcore
FS2013 fan, for that reason I love this. New graphics of course, and cutting down trees. The best part is being able to cut down
trees blocking fields and workers in the equipment. This was the biggest problem for me in FS2013, you can cut trees that
tractors are hung up on. The maps are huge, plenty of room to stretch your legs. Also lots of farming fields, you'll never run out.

Bugs are the only drawback, there aren't any show stoppers though. Very minor stuff. The physics work much better than
FS2013, though is still buggy at times. Bumping a rock for example can (rarely) send your machine across the map. The
automated workers at least attempt to fix from getting stuck at the edge of fields. Don't make them too large, also. The missions
are given out at job boards. You can set the frequency (mine is set to 2min), and multiple jobs come in. FS2013 put the
machines on your screen, was annoying. I keep a cheap tractor at the job board to check missions constantly.

For whatever reason, a massive bonus of several hundred thousand dollars comes with the farming missions. The payout would
be 10,000 ish, and the bonus could be 400,000 dollars.. what? The drawback is these missions may or may not pop up often.
Once I got 3 missions at a time, other times I had to wait several days. I expect this to be fixed? who knows, it's the only true
way to get money quickly.

The job board is almost always pallet missions, that is, pickup a pallet and drop off to said location. Those get old very quickly..
Grass cuttng mission is painfully slow until you get both front and back mowers. There is no longer the useless riding mower,
also.

As with FS2013 farming, farming the largest fields with the largest/quickest equipment is the key to success. The tractors are
the same, maybe a couple new here or there. But the graphics overall is such a huge improvement. You can wash your
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equipment for kicks, or if you are really, really bored.

The starter equipment is much better as well, the very basic tractors go 42mph. No more rust bucket putt putts. They have high
maint cost of course, the sooner you get rid of them the better.

Overall, they thought BIGGER with FS2015 as an improvement. There is rarely flat terrain. Everywhere has hills, sometimes
road going up very steep terrain. Improperly powered tractors have no chance of pulling trailers up steep hills. The way things
are laid out, you are sometimes better off taking the roads. Versus FS2013, you would bee line towards your point, plummeting
down the sides of hills.

Other thoughts:
The reset button needs some kind of timeout. It's too tempting to reset your tractors and equipment constantly. Maybe a minute
or so, nothing silly.

Picking up trees is hard, period. I've spent a good amount of time picking up tree trunks, sometimes it takes several minutes
PER log, you need to gather hundreds of them.
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